To fund public services benefiting the people of North Carolina, we administer the tax laws and collect the taxes due in an impartial, consistent, secure and efficient manner.

North Carolina services funded by taxes collected from State Highways, Health and Human Services, Public Safety, and Schools

Why Work For Us
- Option to telework for most positions
- Advanced technology
- Academic Assistance
- True work-life balance
- Training essential to your personal and professional development
- Make a difference for all citizens in North Carolina.

Types of Engagements
- Leadership Speaker Series
- Diversity Speaker Series
- Reward and Recognition Programs
- Wellness Programs

Preferred Degrees
- Business Administration
- Accounting
- Not all our position require degrees

Key Skills for Success
- Courage
- Nimble Learning

Entry Level Positions
- Administrative Specialist
- Tax Auditor
- Field Auditor

Professional Career Paths
- Administrative Specialist I
- Revenue Officer
- Revenue Officer Manager

Visit our latest career opportunities

Higher Education to NC Government
https://oshr.nc.gov/ed2nc